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TECHNOHULL comes to an agreement  

with Sea Pros Yachts for the exclusive dealership  

in Lebanon, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia 
 

- The Greek shipyard – production leader for high-performance RIBs - is now 

starting a partnership with Sea Pros Yachts for exclusive distribution in Lebanon, 

Kuwait and Saudi Arabia 

- This confirms the importance of the Middle East market, always focused on 

models that merge high-performance and top quality 

- Sea Pros Yachts will debut with a seaDNA999G5 on display at the next Beirut 

Boat Show, next May 2018 

 

 

The Greek shipyard TECHNOHULL®, leader in the production of high-performance RIBs, 

is pleased to announce Sea Pros Yachts (www.seapros.com) as their new exclusive dealer 

in Lebanon, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. Sea Pros Yachts - with branch offices in Dbayeh, 

Beirut, Kuwait and Jeddah - is a leader in the Middle East pleasure boating world, thanks 

to the commitment, dedication and passion of its diversified team of 55 highly skilled 

professionals. 
 

“We are delighted to have been appointed as exclusive distributors for TECHNOHULL® for 

Lebanon, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia” - said Alain Maaraoui, President of Sea Pros Yachts. “We 

are confident that TECHNOHULL® products, with their high quality, high performance and 

exceptional finishing standards as well as price competitiveness, will be a unique product 

completing our range and satisfying clients’ most stringent requirements. We look forward to start 

expanding the market for TECHNOHULL® with an official debut with a seaDNA999G5 on display 

at the Beirut Boat Show in May 2018”. 

 

“The new partnership that we have established with Sea Pros Yachts confirms the importance that 

the Middle East market has for TECHNOHULL®” - declared Gerasimos Petratos - Chairman 

of the Board of Directors at TECHNOHULL®. “This market is always alert for fast and safe 

high-end RIBs, characterized by extreme performance, perfect safety and seaworthiness, top 

http://www.seapros.com/


 

efficiency and long distance traveling ability. We are convinced that Sea Pros Yachts is the ideal 

local partner to undertake the further expansion and growth in this market”.  

 
  

About TECHNOHULL® – A sea story of Greek pride 

TECHNOHULL® was founded in 2005. Since then, the yard has designed, produced and sold luxury high performance 

innovative RIB’s – all in-house. TECHNOHULL® is a Greek company known for their impressively fast and safe high-

end RIBs since their beginning in the local market and the Mediterranean area. Over the last ten years the experienced 

and enthusiastic TECHNOHULL® team has expanded in the international boating market, achieving both remarkable 

and stable growth in production and sales.  

Based in Athens, TECHNOHULL® has a business network that promotes the excellence of “Made in Greece” with their 

one-of-a-kind aesthetic taste, design & innovation appeal.  

The mission: Since the company’s inception, TECHNOHULL®’s mission is based on four core values: extreme 

performance, perfect safety and seaworthiness, top efficiency and long distance traveling ability. Each element of a 

TECHNOHULL® RIB is produced and installed by highly expert in-house artisans, from the mould and hull layers to the 

teak decks. Every single unit is designed from scratch and is based on a different hull model to best fit the length and the 

different characteristics required by its owner. Highest quality materials are selected in every construction and finishing 

process. Top quality gelcoat colors, multi-directional fibers and high quality resins are standard in every boat. All 

TECHNOHULL® models are equipped with ORCA Penel Flippo 1670 tube fabrics. Vacuum infusion technology, epoxy 

materials and of course hand-laid polyester are all combined when producing GRP elements. Completing the 

sophisticated hull design, top quality techniques and materials are applied throughout - the required process for 

building a masterpiece.  

True epoxy vacuum infusion lamination with special multi-directional fabrics and foam cored layers, cured in a carefully 

controlled oven, ensure the absolute best construction process for a super strong, very lightweight boat. Many parts are 

built of pure carbon fiber, further reducing overall weight. Throughout the production process ISO 9001:2008 standards 

are strictly followed. 
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